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Central Valley Farmers Still to Face Water Rationing
Farmers along a broad swath of the Central Valley got the bad news Monday that the drought is not over for them. It may never be. With reservoirs at a five-year high and plenty of snow piled up in the Sierras, most cities and farms linked to the state's water systems rejoiced in their good fortune earlier this week—Deliveries in 1993 will rise from 50 percent to 100 percent of their needs.

For thousands of farmers along the western flank of the San Joaquin Valley were instead told that for the third consecutive year, the state will again impose water cuts.

The cuts this time, however, are not dictated by Mother Nature, but by state and federal mandatories ordering water-saving fish and wildlife.

LARGE MEDICAL MUTES SOUGHT BY CLINTON
President Clinton will seek at least $35 billion in savings from the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program, savings in the Medicare program.

The proposed tax increases and budget cuts in various federal programs would save $50 billion to $50 billion over the next five years.

The savings in the Medicare program, which finances health care for the elderly population, should be used mainly to help reduce the budget deficit rather than to support health benefits for people without insurance.

Prepared To Make Compromises

Israel's Foreign Minister Shimon Peres said that Israel is prepared to make compromises, including some territorial withdrawals.

He also wants to talk to the Palestinians, but first, he wants them to show they are ready for real negotiations.

Talks between Israelis and Arabs have been in limbo since the end of the intifada less than a month ago. When Israeli authorities ordered the evacuation of 400 Palestinians into southern Lebanon, since, the number of the men back into their homes and some women and children have been allowed to return. But the United Nations Security Council has yet to decide on the future of the evacuation. The security forces in the area have stated that they hope to prevent the return of the displaced people.

The U.S. government had promised to end the evacuation, calling it a "step in the right direction."
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Focusing on Women of the World

Allison Kaliva
Senior Staff Writer

In celebration of Black History Month at UOP, The Women of the World promoted, last Thursday, sponsored by the Office of International Services and the black studies department.

The discussion, held in the Bechtel International Center, was introduced by W.C.W Coordinator and UOP student Ramona Behnke and included UOP panelists Mame Rice, chair of the black studies department; Heather Mayne, from the English department and Barbara Coulibaly, from the education department.


Mayer, who teaches the literary course, “Black Women Writers” at Pacific, expressed the need for role models in our society that are...

Since 1908

Engineering group nets $10,000 grant

Damaris Contreras
Senior Staff Writer

The Minority Engineering Program (MEP) has received $10,000 from the Pacific Telesis Foundation. The MEP is dedicated to assisting engineering students such as women, Mexican-Americans, African-Americans and Native-Americans. According to Gary Martin, coordinator of cooperative education and director of the MEP the grant is meant to "bolster underrepresented populations of engineers, increase diversity and abide by affirmative action.

This money will provide scholarships for engineering students currently participating in MEP. Seven students will receive $1,000 scholarships and one student will receive a $2,000 scholarship. The remaining $1,000 will be set aside for the MEP endowment.

UOP was recommended as a recipient by Ranjit Sattu, a Pacific Telesis engineer serving on the MEP Industrial Advisory Board. Pacific Telesis, in turn, selects the students to receive the scholarships. According to Martin, the students are chosen on the basis of academic potential, financial need and an essay.

Martin believes that the Pacific Telesis grant has encouraged other donors to.

(See Grants, page 8)
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The Esquire insurance funds scholarships

Farmer’s Insurance Group

UOP has received a grant of $11,500 from the Farmer’s Insurance Group to Education Program. The grant will provide scholarships for students in the fields of insurance. math, business personnel and other areas related to the insurance industry.

"We have long recognized the outstanding job UOP has done in preparing students for countries, said Len D. Dennis, chairman and CEO of Farmer’s Group. Inc. "We are pleased to make a contribution to an institution whose graduates serve our company and our customers so well."

Farmer’s Group awarded the grant to the University in recognition of U11 UOP alumni who have worked for the insurance company for four years or more. Honorees include Jon H. Black, Soussan Brill, Marriana R. Eastman, Gary S. Jackson, Michaela S. Jett, Kenneth W. Jones, Lisa Marie Lillimtos, Clemente A. Rabelo, Albert S. Wong, Melinda S. Woods and Gail E. Woodward. Another UOP alumnus, Bryan Silveria, has also been a Farmer’s employee for three years.
How date rape and other campus crimes are dealt with around the country

By Karen Neustadt

A formal meeting to discuss the campus judicial systems when dealing with the explosive issue of date rape, a crime that can bring a student up to the university's standard of living is taking place today.

In many cases, if the date rape victim presses formal charges, the case is subsumed into a campus criminal proceeding going on at the same time as the campus proceedings, often taking months to go to trial. However, criminal prosecutors are sometimes uncertain of the cases due to the alleged incident and there is usually a lack of evidence. Assessment of guilt or innocence comes down to a question of who is the more credible witness.

Students who are accused of rape argue that a campus judicial system can ignore their constitutional rights by allowing a single individual on the board to police power to be a prosecutor, judge and jury. Students have complained that campus courts are making themselves vulnerable to lawsuits by bungling the process of rape cases or failing to protect the victims.

And there are also those who say campus suspicion isn't tough enough on rapists.

Carol Bonner, sociology professor at the University of Pittsburgh, and author of "The Administration of Justice," said that porn, like any other form of behavior, is governed by the criminal justice system. The class has all kinds of pornography, and the course is a study of pornography as a film genre. That's right, the kind of films that are being shown are considered to be "the kind that is not suitable for children." The course is a study of pornography as a film genre.
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Across the Campus

Liz Unbehauen

One of the target populations for the prejudice running rampant throughout society is the gay community. At first glance, gay groups might seem to have a strong voice, but that advantage is offset by the attacks directed against the community by those who say that gay people are immoral. Many gay people have been attacked in public and on the job, and some have been beaten. The gay community has started to make inroads in society, but there is much work to be done.
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A Dying Breed? By Matthew Kolken
Opinion Editor
Our campus took on the air of a ghost town as many of our UOP students left Stockton during the holiday weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid weekend.

For some reason, many of our campus organizations have been continually harassed and targeted. This year has been no exception. The fraternity has been targeted by the city, the university, and numerous student groups. It seems as though the fraternity has become an outdated concept. I believe that fraternities no longer serve a purpose in this modern world. If nobody else will check on them, then I will.

KJQ

The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters submitted to the Editor for clarity, space and libel. Letters must be submitted a week before publication and should not be longer than 300 words. All letters must be signed by the writer.
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The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters submitted to the Editor for clarity, space and libel. Letters must be submitted a week before publication and should not be longer than 300 words. All letters must be signed by the writer.
Class offers contest for cover of upcoming ‘Pacific Tide’ magazine

The opportunity is not limited to Communication majors and is open to all campus colleges. The publication staff is looking for writers, photographers, copy editors, artists, page designers and anyone who is interested in selling ads.

According to the “Pacific Tide” Promotions Director Sue Kenyon, any type of participation in the magazine would be a great opportunity for individuals to build portfolios.

Kenyon also encourages students, faculty and staff members to enter the cover design contest for the same reason.

“Maybe you can compete in the design contest,” she said. “The cover can be a photo, art or whatever. It will be great exposure for whoever wins.”

“Pacific Tide” will focus on campus life at UOP. It will be a compilation of news, entertainment, feature stories and information. This semester’s magazine will also print candid shots of unsuspecting individuals.

Photographers will win all members of UOP to be on the lookout, especially where photographers are least expected.

The magazine is scheduled to be distributed on April 22, free of charge to all UOP members. Contributions of all types are welcome. Anyone interested in being part of the magazine’s production, and possibly having work published, is asked to contact Viki Goff in the Communication department at 946-2505.
COME. Step inside the lively atmosphere of Papapavlo's NTFRTAINMENT Concord Pavilion to... QuintinJ

Gourmet Greek Cafe Bakery. Inhale the scent of warm pita bread and dinner entrees being cooked on a rotisserie. Be tempted by the variety of traditional Greek dishes, as well as an assortment of more familiar foods. The menu offers a variety of suggestions, the wait staff is friendly and efficient. No reservations required. Cash.*

FOR more information, call (209) 477-6855. Go Greek...Food That Is

The Cemetery Club, starring Ellen Burstyn, Olympia Dukakis and Diane Ladd, is a story of long-term rewards and recognition you'd take its course, you'd become a member of Cruelty to Pisces, of which I...
Tigers dispel conference leading Aggies

Tony Amundsen paced the Tigers with 18 points and Reserve Ben Riswijk was perfect from three-point land setting the pace for the Tigers. It was a double-double night for two in the nation for assists per game, a Pacific record. The second game was different for the Lady Tigers. The scoreboard showed against the Rebels, Pacific frustrated the Aggies who wanted to run the ball, but found themselves confined to a half court style of play. Using the slower tempo to its advantage, the Tigers held UC Santa Barbara to shooting under 30% from the floor in the first half.

The Aggies finally got going after offensive going with five minutes remaining in the first half, but it was too late for the Aggies to make a comeback. The Aggies doubled their score in the second half, but it was too little too late for the Aggies to make up for the deficit. The Aggies lost the second consecutive Thursday night upset for the Men’s Basketball team.

The crowd was again an important factor as the Tigers have found playing at home in another double-night double for Freil, scoring 14 points and an impressive 17 assists, while Miles Inc. has been the only team this season to score a three-pointer in a quarter of a minute. The contest was tied entering the second period, but the Tigers pulled out the upset behind Miles Inc. who went 16-21 from the floor and scored a perfect 16-14 from the field.

Santa Barbara enters as the best team in the region in the Regional Schick Super 8 tournament on campus Feb. 20. The winning team from the Regional Schick Super 8 Tournament at Cal-Poly hosted by Cal, attracted teams from 13 schools in the area. The Great Western Forum awaits the eight teams to compete, but the Aggies will be the first to compete for a berth in the NCAA tournament.

The Aggies final score of the night was 90-89, thanks to a three-pointer in the closing seconds by Miles Inc. who scored the game-winning three-pointer.

The game was just what the Tigers needed for confidence in mind, the Big West confidence willings us what it means when it comes down to game time, which is less than a month away.
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 etter to MEP. "I express our gratitude to Pac Tel," said

"It is important to value all of the multi-cultures of this system, especially those of (working) in higher education and education. In general, we need to make sure everyone is included." As a professor who has worked with many who have never worked around black people before, Russ said, "It is a learning process and I sometimes feel the burden of making those first steps as a black woman in higher education.

"Don't Fight the Media, Join it!"

Instead of complaining about The Pacifican, give your input! The following positions are open:

- Co-Sports Editor (Paid)
- Production Crew (Must know Quark Xpress) Paid
- Staff Writer

Please Apply at The Pacifican, Third Floor, Hand Hall or call 946-2155 and ask for Allison

Prospective writers meeting Tuesday, 8 p.m. at the Pacifican office. No obligation. All those interested in writing are encouraged to attend. Free pizza.

---

**Funds**

(Continued from page 2)

consulting, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 7:30-9 p.m., Redwood Room—take place throughout the months ahead. Updated schedules are available in Career Services. While students who plan to interview with these organizations must attend all events, others (especially juniors) are also encouraged to be there. These are informal information exchanges, not formal interviews. What better way to learn about potential careers and employers?

**Grants**

(Continued from page 1)

contribute to MEP. "I express our gratitude to Pac Tel," said Martin. "They were the first company to come in and offer major financial support. With their example, we have had several previous contribute major gifts to us. So I think that they wanted to support us and as a result, made others feel comfortable in making donations." Other contributors include Special Preparation, Inc.; Kedder Corporation, Elysen-Simms & Associates, Inc.; and Advanced Cardio-Vascular Systems, Inc.

Currently 14.63 percent of UOP's 207 engineering students are participating in MEP. This is a seven percent increase since the program's establishment in 1990.

**Justice**

(Continued from page 2)

eliminate many cases going before a judicial committee. The Bemidji judicial board, after hearing both sides of a date rape story, often recommended that students attend alcohol rehabilitation classes, relationship education classes and women's studies classes, rather than expelling them.

Throughout the country, campus judicial officers agree to be in favor of strong punishment for any rapist found guilty by the university system. In a recent survey conducted by the Tower State University Campus Violence Prevention Center in Maryland, 76 percent of campus judicial affairs officers surveyed throughout the country favored expelling a pupil from the campus who is found guilty of rape.

Accused rapists are not the only ones filing lawsuits against colleges. In some cases, victims are also seeking monetary rewards. A young woman recently filed an $8.9 million suit against George Mason University in Virginia, claiming that campus police bungled the investigation and that the university administration tried to whitewash the crime. The woman said she was raped by three former George Mason University students who attacked her in her dorm room just five days after the freshman student arrived on campus. She said she did not know her assailants.

**Women**

(Continued from page 1)

particularly aimed at the African-American youth. We must mentor and support other African-American females who have goals in our areas of education," Mayne said. "We have the power to give others the extra push to hang in there. There is considerable work to be done," said Washington, who accredited much of her rise to success to her mother. As a professor who has worked with many who have never worked around black people before, Russ said, "It is a learning process and I sometimes feel the burden of making those first steps as a black woman in higher education.

We are participating in MEP. This is a seven percent increase since the program's establishment in 1990.

**Renon**

(Continued from page 1)

has stated that she has never hired an illegal alien. Clinton said he was "somewhat but not entirely" inclined to nominate a woman for the position, and he said he considered four men in spite of the fact that of working in higher education and education. In general, we need to make sure that women in higher education.

---

in all, the programs are more than half of the students and are especially focused on women and women of color.

**Physicians**

Dr. Jack B. held a presentation about the importance of obtaining a medical degree and the roles of physicians in society. He discussed the history of medicine and its impact on society, as well as current issues such as healthcare reform and the role of physicians in addressing social justice issues.

---

**Casual Comfort!**

SWEATPANTS

30% OFF

**New Spring Arrivals!**

JACKETS

30% OFF

**Fashion Statement!**

LONG SLEEVED RUGBY SHIRTS

30% OFF

---

**University Bookstore**

Books ... and a whole lot more!

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center